Two RING Finger Proteins, the Oncoprotein PML and the Arenavirus Z Protein, Colocalize with the Nuclear Fraction of the Ribosomal P Proteins
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The promyelocytic leukemia (PML) protein forms nuclear bodies which are relocated to the cytoplasm by the RNA virus lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus (LCMV). The viral Z protein directly binds to PML and can relocate the nuclear bodies. Others have observed that LCMV virions may contain ribosomes; hence, we investigated the effects of infection on the distribution of ribosomal P proteins (P0, P1, and P2) with PML as a reference point. We demonstrate an association of PML bodies with P proteins by indirect immunofluorescence and coimmunoprecipitation experiments, providing the first evidence of nucleic acid-binding proteins associated with PML bodies. We show that unlike PML, the P proteins are not redistributed upon infection. Immunofluorescence and coimmunoprecipitation studies indicate that the viral Z protein binds the nuclear, but not the cytoplasmic, fraction of P0. The nuclear fraction of P0 has been associated with translationally coupled DNA excision repair and with nonspecific endonuclease activity; thus, P0 may be involved in nucleic acid processing activities necessary for LCMV replication. During the infection process, PML, P1, and P2 are downregulated but P0 remains unchanged. Further, P0 is present in virions while PML is not, indicating some selectivity in the assembly of LCMV.

The promyelocytic leukemia (PML) protein is part of a large multiprotein nuclear complex referred to here as a PML nuclear body, which is distinct from small nuclear ribonucleoprotein particles and nucleoli (1, 10, 20, 26, 54). Several types of viral infection, oncogenic transformation, heat shock, and interferon treatment affect the morphology of these nuclear bodies. As a result of a chromosomal translocation, the PML protein is fused to retinoic acid receptor alpha in acute promyelocytic leukemia (8, 15, 19, 20, 31). In acute promyelocytic leukemia patients, the PML nuclear bodies are disrupted, forming a microparticulate pattern with the majority of PML found in the cytoplasm (10, 21, 51). PML bodies contain at least six other proteins, including SP100, an autoantigen of primary biliary cirrhosis (43); PIC1, a ubiquitin-like molecule (2); NDP55 (1); PML-associated factor (18); and PML (10, 21, 51).

The PML protein contains three cysteine-rich zinc-binding domains known as RING, B1 B box, and B2 B box. The domains are followed by a leucine coiled-coil region which forms a tripartite or RBCC motif (33). The RING domain is approximately 60 residues long and has been identified in over 80 other proteins, several of which are oncoproteins (5, 39). The RING and B-box motifs are thought to be involved in protein-protein interactions and do not appear to bind nucleic acids directly (5–7, 39). A loss of PML bodies in transiently transfected cells results from the mutation of any of these zinc-binding regions (6, 7, 22, 30).

Infection with lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus (LCMV) redistributes PML nuclear bodies to the cytoplasm (3). Arenaviruses, including LCMV, are carried by rodents and occasionally transmitted to primates, causing disease (29). Arenaviruses encode five different proteins: a nucleocapsid protein, two envelope glycoproteins, an RNA polymerase, and the Z protein (36, 37). The Z protein is a 90-residue protein containing a RING domain and a proline-rich region. The Z proteins are highly conserved among the arenaviridae (9) and are thought to function in genome synthesis (14). Z alone is sufficient to redistribute PML to the cytoplasm during infection and binds directly to PML (3).

We examined the effect of infection on ribosomal P proteins because arenavirus virions reportedly contain ribosomes (23). The association of PML and Z has been described and served as a standard for examining the association of the ribosomal P proteins with PML and Z. There are three P proteins which form part of the large ribosomal subunit in eukaryotes: P0, P1, and P2. The P1 and P2 proteins are homologous to the prokaryotic L7/L12 heterodimers which are anchored to the 60S ribosomal subunit by the P0 protein, a homolog of prokaryotic protein L10 (34, 46). P0 binds directly to 28S RNA, while P1 and P2 do not (48). P0, P1, and P2 associate with eukaryotic elongation factors EF1 and EF2 (45, 46), and the P proteins are essential for aminoacyl tRNA binding, EF2-dependent GTPase activity, and polypeptide synthesis (45, 46). P proteins have both a nuclear and a cytoplasmic distribution (52). In nonexponentially growing cells, the nuclear fraction is excluded from the nucleolus (52). The nuclear fraction of P protein has been shown to have an endonuclease activity and could function in translation-coupled base excision-repair (52).

Our studies indicate that while the distribution of PML is changed radically by LCMV infection, the distribution of P proteins is not. Intriguingly, the fraction of PML remaining in the nucleus after infection colocalizes with coimmunoprecipitates with P proteins. The nuclear portion of Z colocalizes with P proteins in infected cells. During infection, the levels of P0 protein remain unchanged, but those of P1, P2, and PML are
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substantially downregulated. Confocal microscopy and coimmunoprecipitation studies confirm that Z and P interact directly in the nuclear, but not the cytoplasmic, fraction. These data are consistent with the observations of others in terms of the differential distribution of P proteins’ functions between the nucleus and cytoplasm. Finally, we found P0 protein and not PML within LCMV virions, indicating selective LCMV assembly.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Virus infection. NIH 3T3 cells were grown on coverslips and infected with LCMV Armstrong at a multiplicity of 1 PFU per cell. At 70 or 90 h after infection, coverslips were washed in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and fixed in acetone for 5 min. Fixed cells were stained with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-conjugated goat-anti-guinea pig secondary antibody (Jackson Immunoresearch). Immunofluorescence studies. Our immunofluorescence methods were adapted from those of Harlow and Lane (16). Briefly, fixed cells were washed twice in PBS. Coverslips were then blocked in 10% newborn calf serum (NCS; Gibco) and washed twice in PBS. The first antibody (in 10% NCS-0.1% Tween 20) was applied for 1 h at room temperature. Afterward, the samples were washed in PBS three times for 5 min each time. The second antibody (in 10% NCS-0.1% Tween 20) was applied for 30 min at room temperature. Coverslips were then washed once in PBS with 0.1% Tween 20, three times in PBS, and once in water. Each wash lasted 5 min. Coverslips were mounted in Vectashield (Vector Laboratories). PML polyclonal antibody was used at a dilution of 1:200 (2, 6 and 6) and detected with either a 1:200 dilution of goat-anti-rabbit FITC (Jackson Immunoresearch) or a 1:100 dilution of goat-anti-rabbit Texas Red secondary antibody (Vector). The serum of a lupus patient with autoantibodies to the ribosomal P proteins, a kind gift of Eng Tan, was used at a dilution of 1:200. The P proteins were detected by using an FITC-conjugated donkey anti-human secondary antibody (Jackson Immunoresearch). Fluorescence was observed by using a confocal laser microscope (Zeiss and Leica) with excitation recorded at 568 nm (red) or 488 nm (green). The two channels were recorded independently to avoid cross talk between the channels. The pinhole for the colocalization experiments was 18 to ensure that the FITC signal did not break into the red channel. Under these conditions, there was no breakthrough of the FITC signal into the red channel or vice versa. Each confocal microscopy experiment was performed at least twice, and the number of cells in each sample exceeded 500. Images were overlaid in Photoshop and enlarged for the counting of the PML, P, and Z bodies within each nucleus and recording of the percentage of bodies which colocalized. The total number of PML and P bodies counted in uninfected cells was 140, and for infected cells was no breakthrough of the FITC signal into the red channel. There were no breakthrough of the FITC signal into the red channel or vice versa. Each confocal microscopy experiment was performed at least twice, and the number of cells in each sample exceeded 500. Images were overlaid in Photoshop and enlarged for the counting of the PML, P, and Z bodies within each nucleus and recording of the percentage of bodies which colocalized. The total number of PML and P bodies counted in uninfected cells was 140, and for infected cells it was 98. For the infected cells, the total number of P and Z bodies was 116. The P-P interaction was determined previously by subcellular fractionation. The P-Z analysis involved six infected cells. One can distinguish whether one or both antigens are present by overlaying confocal microscope images; nuclear bodies which contain only one antigen stain red or green, and nuclear bodies which contain both appear yellow.

RESULTS

Preparation of virions. Virus was precipitated from the medium of 48-h-infected BHK cells by adding polyethylene glycol 8000 to 7% (wt/vol) at 4°C overnight. The precipitate was centrifuged at 6,000 × g for 45 min, and the pellet was resuspended in 1 × TNE (10 mM Tris HCl [pH 7.5], 1 mM EDTA, 10 mM NaCl) to 2 ml of TNE per 100 ml of the original medium volume. Virus suspensions were further purified on Renografin 76 (Squibb, Princeton, N.J.). Gradients were formed in SW41 centrifuge tubes in 1-mL 50%, 2-mL 40%, and 3-mL 10% Renografin layers. Virus in 5 to 6 ml of TNE was layered on each gradient and spun at 35,000 rpm for 75 min in a Beckman SW41 rotor. The opalescent virus band was collected at the 40- to 50% Renografin interface, diluted threefold in TNE, pelleted for 1 h at 30,000 × g, and suspended in 1 × TNE (100 µl per 500 ml of the original medium volume). The yield was approximately 1 mg or 105 PFU of LCMV per liter of medium. A 2-µl volume of this suspension was boiled in Laemmli buffer for Western blotting.

P protein has a nuclear punctate and a diffuse cytoplasmic pattern. Confocal microscopy (Fig. 1) of cells stained with the P protein antibody (recognizing P0, P1, and P2 and characterized in references 11, 13, and 34) confirmed the cytoplasmic
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and nuclear distribution within NIH 3T3 cells that has been described previously (50, 52). The cytoplasmic fraction of the P proteins formed an intense, diffuse pattern, as expected, given its presence in the ribosome. The nuclear fraction was punctate. As shown in Fig. 1A and B, the nuclear portion was excluded from the nucleolus. Previous fractionation experiments indicated that P0 was in the nuclear, and not the nucleolar, fraction of quiescent cells (52).

P0 subcellular distribution does not appear to change during infection by LCMV. Figure 1B shows cells which have been stained with the P protein antibody after 90 h of LCMV infection. There appears to be no appreciable difference in the P proteins’ subcellular distribution before and after infection (Fig. 1A and B). The nuclear component is still present. For comparison, NIH 3T3 cells were stained with the PML antibody before and 90 h after infection with LCMV (Fig. 1D and E). PML’s normal nuclear distribution is shown in Fig. 1D, but Fig. 1E shows that the majority of PML bodies are relocated to the cytoplasm during infection, as we have demonstrated previously (3).

P proteins colocalize with PML in uninfected cells. The nuclear punctate pattern of P protein is reminiscent of the pattern of PML bodies. To ascertain whether PML and P proteins colocalize, we undertook experiments using standard immunofluorescence and confocal microscopy. The anti-P protein staining indicates a punctate nuclear distribution with an intense, diffuse cytoplasmic pattern (Fig. 2A). Figure 2B shows the typical punctate nuclear staining observed for the polyclonal PML antibody in NIH 3T3 cells. Note that there is some cytoplasmic staining that has also been reported by other groups (12, 26, 44). Cells were analyzed to determine the percentages of the two proteins which colocalized. Approximately 60% ± 13% of the P proteins colocalized with PML; 77% ± 19% of PML colocalized with P proteins (see Materials and Methods). The majority of PML and P proteins found in the nucleus colocalized (Fig. 2C), with larger bodies tending to colocalize completely, leaving only small microbodies not colocalizing.

Post-LCMV infection, the remaining PML nuclear component colocalizes with P proteins. We ascertained whether PML and P proteins colocalize in infected cells (Fig. 3). In Fig. 3A, cells are stained with the anti-P protein antibody (green); in Fig. 3B, cells are stained with the PML antibody (red). Several cells no longer have many nuclear bodies, as expected, in Fig. 3B. Unlike PML in uninfected cells (Fig. 1D and 2B), there is significant staining in the cytoplasm. It is apparent that PML and P proteins still colocalize in those cells which retain PML in the nucleus (Fig. 3C). Approximately 61% ± 26% of P protein bodies colocalized with PML, and 95% ± 8% of PML bodies colocalized with the P proteins. The proportion of P proteins that colocalized with PML was essentially the same as in uninfected cells; however, the proportion of PML bodies

FIG. 1. Effect of LCMV infection on P proteins, PML, and Z in NIH 3T3 cells. Experiments were carried out as described in Materials and Methods. A and B, Cells stained with anti-P protein antibody in uninfected and infected (inf.) cells (90 h), respectively; D and E, Cells stained with the PML polyclonal antibody in uninfected and infected cells (90 h), respectively; C and F, staining for affinity-purified Z antibody in cells infected for 90 h. Magnifications: ×100 for A and B and ×40 for C to F with zooms of 3.3 (C), 2.6 (D), 2.8 (E), and 3.2 (F). Panels A and B represent single sections through the cell, whereas C, D, E, and F represent projections of several sections through the entire cell.
colocalizing with P protein rose from 77% in uninfected cells to 95% in infected cells. This suggests that the subpopulation remaining in the nucleus was selected on the basis of protein-binding ability. It is interesting that although P proteins and PML colocalize in uninfected cells, the subcellular distribution of P proteins is not significantly affected by infection (Fig. 1A and B).

Expression of P1 and P2, but not that of P0, is altered during LCMV infection. P protein levels during the infection process were monitored by using standard Western blotting techniques (see Materials and Methods). Extracts of infected or uninfected HeLa cells were probed with the P protein antibody (Fig. 4A) to reveal bands at the expected molecular sizes (34). The levels for P0 (molecular mass, approximately 37 kDa) were unchanged during the infection process. However, the P1 and P2 proteins (approximately 14 kDa) were substantially downregulated between 48 and 72 h after infection (Fig. 4A). There was also a drop in PML expression between 48 and 72 h (Fig. 4B). As a control, glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) levels were also monitored. These levels remained unchanged for the duration of the time course. The presence of various host cell proteins in the virions was also monitored. These data revealed that the P0 protein is found in virions (Fig. 4B). Neither GAPDH, a highly abundant cellular protein, nor PML was incorporated into virions.

The Z protein colocalizes with P0, but only in the nucleus. Cells were stained with the anti-P protein antibody (Fig. 5A and D) or with affinity-purified anti-Z antibody (Fig. 5B and E). Although the nuclear staining of the Z antibody is weak, it is clearly present. The Z and P proteins colocalize in the nucleus (Fig. 5C and F). The cytoplasmic pattern of P protein remains intense and diffuse; it does not concentrate with the Z bodies. Approximately 85% ± 17% of Z colocalized with P proteins, while only 38% ± 10% of P proteins colocalized with Z. P protein bodies that did not colocalize with Z tended to be smaller than the larger colocalizing bodies. Note that the same punctate nuclear pattern is evident for Z bodies in single-staining experiments (Fig. 1C and F), so that this nuclear and cytoplasmic punctate pattern is not a result of the signal from the P protein leaking into the red channel.

The Z nuclear fraction associates with P0 in cells transfected with Z. To determine whether the interaction between P and Z was direct, communoprecipitation studies were conducted (Fig. 6A). The Z gene was transfected into NIH 3T3 cells that were subsequently fractionated into nuclear and cytoplasmic components. These fractions were then communoprecipitated with the anti-Z antibody as described in Materials and Methods. The Z antibody precipitated P0 in the nuclear, but not the cytoplasmic, fraction (Fig. 6A). Band intensities were measured by using NIH Image v.1.5.8 software. This

FIG. 2. PML and P proteins colocalize in uninfected NIH 3T3 cells. Panels: A, cells stained with the P protein antibody (green); B, cells stained with the PML antibody (red); C, overlay (OV) (yellow). These confocal micrographs represent single slices through the plane of cells. Magnification, ×100. FITC was excited at 488 nm, and Texas Red was excited at 568 nm. The two channels were recorded independently.

FIG. 3. PML and P proteins colocalize in NIH 3T3 cells infected for 90 h with LCMV. Panels: A, cells stained with the P protein antibody (green); B, cells stained with the PML antibody (red); C, overlay (OV) (yellow). These confocal micrographs represent single slices through the plane of cells. Magnification, ×100. FITC was excited at 488 nm, and Texas Red was excited at 568 nm. The two channels were recorded independently.
analysis indicated that approximately 50% of the P protein was precipitated after extensive washing (see Materials and Methods). This result is consistent with the ratio of P protein (approximately 38% ± 10%) observed colocalizing in the nuclei of infected cells (see above). The Z protein precipitated P0, but there was no indication of the P1 and P2 proteins. Further, the lack of colocalization in the cytoplasm was also consistent with our confocal studies (Fig. 5). P0 is found mainly in the ribosomal or P100 fraction, and trace amounts are found in the S100 fraction (34 and this study). The Z protein is found in the S100 fraction (3, 36). As expected, Z proteins did not coimmunoprecipitate P0 in the cytoplasm. It is possible that there was so little P0 in the S100 fraction that we could not detect it in the coimmunoprecipitation fraction. As a control, the ability of the Z protein to immunoprecipitate eIF-4E was ascertained. The samples for this experiment were identical to those used for the experiment in Fig. 6A. Z did not precipitate eIF-4E (25 kDa) in the cytoplasmic fraction, and only a trace amount was present in the nuclear fraction precipitate lane (Fig. 6B).

**PML and P proteins coimmunoprecipitate.** Human 551 fibroblasts were used to determine whether PML and P proteins directly interacted (Fig. 6C). PML coimmunoprecipitated P0, P1, and P2 from whole cell lysates. In Fig. 6C, the bands for P1 and P2 have coalesced; however, no P proteins are present in the supernatant lane. In our confocal microscopy studies, all of the P0 in the cells clearly did not colocalize with PML, especially as P0 is mainly cytoplasmic. Whole cell lysates were used in these coimmunoprecipitation experiments. Thus, this experiment does not reflect the normal compartmentalization within the cell. As a negative control, these blots were probed with an unrelated protein, trk (140 kDa; Santa Cruz), which did not coimmunoprecipitate with PML (Fig. 6C).

**DISCUSSION**

Little is known about arenavirus interactions with host cell molecules. Arenaviruses are known to replicate in the cytoplasm, but the viral Z gene product can be found in the nucleus in association with the host PML protein (3) and with ribosomal P proteins (this report). It has yet to be determined whether these associations are incidental to or essential for virus replication. Others have shown that cells enucleated prior to 12 h after infection cannot complete virus replication (reviewed in reference 35). Therefore, the host nucleus is essential for arenavirus replication and the PML and P proteins are reasonable candidates for the host cell nuclear components involved. The ribosomal P0 protein has nucleolytic activity (52) and could possibly function in viral RNA processing.

Arenaviruses are thought to contain ribosomes due to their appearance in electron micrographs and the ability of virus preparations to polymerize radioactive amino acids (23). We show here that ribosomal protein P0 is incorporated into the virion. However, the route of incorporation is unclear. It does not appear to be directly mediated through the Z protein for two reasons: (i) Z does not redistribute nuclear P0 upon infection, and (ii) Z and P0 do not appear to colocalize, coimmunoprecipitate, or cofractionate in the cytoplasm. The association of Z and P0 in the nucleus and the appearance of P0 in the virion appear to be separate events. Therefore, the incorporation of P0 into virions may be a result of interaction with other viral proteins.

LCMV infection results in the downregulation of P1 and P2, but not P0. There is also a less substantial decrease in PML levels. P1 and P2 downregulation is detectable at 48 to 72 h by immunofluorescence and Western analysis, and by 70 to 100 h, only P0 is detectable. The P1 and P2 proteins are required for active translation, as demonstrated in previous immunodepletion experiments (25, 49). P1- and P2-deficient ribosomes lose the abilities to bind EF1 and EF2 and to hydrolyze GTP (25, 28, 38). It is generally held that arenavirus infection does not perturb essential cell functions like protein synthesis, although 70- to 100-h-infected cell cultures do show decreased rates of cell division. Therefore, either the infection has an inhibitory effect on ribosome function or the virus supplies something to replace the functions of P1 and P2.

The interaction between P0 and Z is dependent on subcellular compartmentalization. The function of P0 is linked to its subcellular distribution; nuclear P0 has endonuclease and excision repair activities (52), whereas most of the cytoplasmic P0 is associated with ribosomes and translational activities (45–

**FIG. 4.** The PML, P1, and P2 proteins are downregulated during infection, but the levels of P0 remain unchanged. Infection and Western blot analysis were carried out as described in Materials and Methods. NI, not infected. The values to the left are molecular sizes in kilodaltons.
49). P0 is known to undergo phosphorylation, and therefore the nuclear and cytoplasmic fractions may differ in levels of phosphorylation or some other posttranslational modification. The PML/P0 bodies and the Z/P0 bodies are only observed in the nucleus, which must reflect the different functions associated with the nuclear and cytoplasmic fractions of P0.

Despite a wealth of information, the function of PML nuclear bodies remains enigmatic. This is the first report to link PML with ribosomal proteins in cell culture. Direct interactions between PML and two ribosome-associated proteins, EF1 and leucine zipper (L7), were observed in yeast two-hybrid studies (2) but not pursued because the cytoplasmic subcellular distribution of these components appeared to make them inappropriate partners for PML. However, more recent data, as well as the data presented here, indicate that the P proteins have a nuclear, as well as a cytoplasmic, distribution (50, 52). Another ribosomal protein, S3, has both a nuclear and a cytoplasmic distribution and is associated with DNA repair activity (53). PML interacts with at least three ribosomal proteins: P0, EF1, and L7. This association might explain why up to 20% of PML is found in the cytoplasm of normal cells (12, 44). Spatially, P0 and EF1 are located near each other on the ribosome (47). As ribosomal subunits are often exported to the cytoplasm in a partially assembled state, the associations in the cytoplasm probably reflect associations in the nucleus. Thus, PML nuclear bodies may be involved in some level of translational control in the cell.

The interaction of LCMV with host PML and P proteins may be related to its ability to establish chronic infection in both organisms and tissue cultures (35). Previously, it was established that PML is proapoptotic (4) and that both genetic disruption of PML (4) and LCMV infection reduce this activity (4). Recent reports suggest a connection between ribosomal proteins and oncogenesis. Several ribosomal proteins, including S3 and P0, are elevated in colorectal tumors and polyps (32). A fusion protein containing the L7a protein has been isolated from transformed cells and appears to be active in transformation (55). The cleavage of 28S RNA is thought to be an important step in the execution of apoptosis (17), and as P0 directly binds 28S RNA, it would be ideally placed to perform such a function. Thus, the interaction of PML with P proteins demonstrated here suggests a mechanism for PML’s proapoptotic activities: in uninfected cells, PML would interact with P0 and promote its proapoptotic function, and in infected cells, PML would relocate to the cytoplasm, no longer promoting P0 and resulting in reduced apoptosis.

In summary, we have established the interaction of the LCMV Z protein with another set of host proteins, the ribosomal P proteins in the nuclei of infected cells. We have shown that infection downregulates the ribosomal P1 and P2 proteins but not the P0 protein. Our data support claims that virions contain ribosomal components. Finally, we have demonstrated colocalization of PML and ribosomal proteins within com-
plexes in the nuclei, but not in the cytoplasm, of uninfected cells.
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